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n recent years, DNA has emerged as an attractive building material for creating complex architectures at the nanometer scale that simultaneously affords versatility and modularity. 1À5 This is due to a number of favorably distinct features of DNA, for example: the reliability of base-pair interactions, the availability of DNA manipulation techniques, and the ease and affordability of custom oligonucleotide synthesis. New design strategies have evolved to enrich the collection of two-and three-dimensional DNA nanostructures, 6À10 and spatial and/ or temporal manipulation of molecules displayed from DNA scaffolds have been demonstrated. 11À13 With the expanding complexity and functionality of DNA toolboxes, a quantitative understanding of the dynamics of DNA self-assembly, and identification of those factors that influence the kinetics, will provide researchers with more subtle design guidelines that facilitate more precise spatial and temporal control. The kinetics of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) hybridization has been thoroughly investigated in the past decades. 14À22 For example, a typical bimolecular rate constant for ssDNA binding to its complementary strand is on the order of ∼1.0 Â 10 6 M À1 3 s
À1
. 14 We recently showed that the bimolecular rate constant for ssDNA hybridization to a 20-nucleotide (nt) probe extended from a multihelical DNA tile is (1.04 ( 0.05) Â 10 6 M À1 3 s À1 , 19 consistent with the association rate of complementary ssDNA strands. The factors that affected the hybridization rate included the position from which the probe was displayed, the steric crowding in the vicinity of the probe, and the sequences flanking the hybridization domain. Despite the continued interest and effort put toward constructing more complex structural motifs, there are very few other reports describing the kinetic behavior of multivalent DNA architectures. In this work we study the kinetics of DNA tileÀtile association. DNA tiles, or branched DNA motifs, generally carry multiple single-stranded overhangs called "sticky end" (SE) that allow them to be linked together into 1D or 2D arrays. Holliday-junction (HJ) and doublecrossover (DX) tiles are among the first and simplest DNA tiles that were constructed, and they are also the most common structural motifs used in DNA based assembly. HJ tiles have a flexible junction domain and may carry up to four SEs, while DX tiles are relatively rigid and also carry four SEs.
Subtle variations or modifications are easily introduced to HJ tiles, including changing the number and orientations of the SEs, linking the ends together to generate a tethered-junction, or breaking one of the two connecting strands at the junction point to produce a meso-junction. 23, 24 The nonbinding ends of the flexible tiles were extended with multiple thymines to prevent nonspecific tileÀtile stacking and to ensure that the flexible tiles all had the same molecular weight. Therefore, this group of simple DNA nanostructures represents an ideal model to comprehensively study the kinetics of multivalent DNAÀtile association, where the desired structural features are easily implemented. This study aims to understand the dimerization behavior of pairs of DNA tiles through SE association (either one or two interactions). The results will certainly benefit the design and functionality of dynamic DNA devices.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model System. In this study, we first evaluated pairs of double-helical tiles (DAE Tile A þ Tile B; D, doublecrossover; A, antiparallel; E, even number of half-turns between crossovers) 25 with two, 5-nt SEs extended from the sides of the tiles. The SEs on Tile A are designed to fully hybridize to complementary SEs displayed from Tile B to form a double-helical dimer associated though both SEs (Figure 1 ). The designs of the double helical tiles were adapted from a previous report, 26 except that a deliberate sequence change was made to the SE region on Tile A, adjacent to the reporter fluorophore (6-FAM), to obtain an optimal signal-to-noise ratio. The sequence of this SE was "Tile A core-TGAGC-5 0 " (for full sequence details please see the Supporting Information). Here, one thymine residue was placed directly across from the reporter dye to minimize quenching of the fluorophore, 27 and one guanine residue was introduced next to the thymine to suppress the emission of the fluorophore when Tile A alone was present. In that case, the unpaired guanine in the single-stranded region of the tile interacts with the fluorophore (likely through hydrophobic interactions) and quenches its emission via a photoinduced electron transfer mechanism. 27, 28 Upon full hybridization between the SEs of Tiles A and B, the guanine forms a base pair with a cytosine from the complementary SE and cannot interact with the fluorophore, yielding a prominent enhancement in the emission of the dye. The remaining three nucleotides in the corresponding SEs were held at an identical 60% GC content. According to steady-state fluorescent analysis, an approximate 40% enhancement and a 3 nm blue shift (from 521 to 518 nm) in the emission of the reporter dye were observed upon dimerization of Tiles A and B (Figure 2a ), indicating that after dimerization the reporter was in a more polar environment and subject to fewer quenching factors, such as hydrophobic stacking 
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and photoinduced electron transfer. These effects are supported by the fluorescence anisotropy measurements (Figure 2b) , where a decrease in anisotropy indicates a more free rotation of the dye in the DNA tile dimer. 19 Therefore, we conclude that when the corresponding SE on Tile A is fully hybridized to its complement from Tile B, the fluorophore is "squeezed out" from its stacked position with the neighboring bases on the ssDNA, and thus yields higher fluorescence. The enhancement in fluorescence intensity occurs as hybridization proceeds, thus its time dependence reports the kinetics of DNA tile dimerization. Kinetics Measurements. Dimerization is initialized by the nucleation of a few base pairs between complementary SEs, and is followed by a rapid "zipping-up" of the remaining complementary base pairs. 15 Nucleation is regarded as the "rate-limiting step" of hybridization at low DNA concentrations, 19 which depends on the accessibility of the nucleation sites and the frequency of successful collisions. The "zipping" step is relatively fast compared to nucleation when fully complementary strands are involved. The most significant change in fluorescence intensity should occur during the "zipping" step. Therefore, the dimerization process can be modeled by a bimolecular association of two separate DNA tile monomers. The free energy change (ΔG) of the tileÀtile association reaction between two 5-nt SEs at 25°C is À14.5 ( 0.1 kcal/mol, 26, 29 which indicates that the dimerization equilibrium is strongly dominated by the forward reaction; i.e., once the monomers dimerize, there's little chance for the dimer to dissociate. Thus, the backward dissociation of the dimer can be neglected, and the reaction rate can be expressed as a product of the bimolecular reaction rate constant, k 1 , and the concentrations of Tiles A and B (details in the Supporting Information). When the same initial concentration of the tiles is used, the reaction rate can be expressed as a simple second-order reaction: rate =
. The rate constant can be directly obtained from a nonlinear fitting of the plot of fluorescent emission versus time (Figure 3a) .
For 5-nt bivalent homodimerization of DAE tiles at 21°C (room temperature), the second-order rate constant was determined to be (2.23 ( 0.07) Â 10 6 M À1 3 s
À1
. This rate constant is approximately 2-fold higher than the reported rate constant of 20 bp DNA hybridization. 19 When the reporter position was varied (and either of the SEs was monitored) and the direction of the SE pairs was reversed (displayed from the 5 0 end of the ssDNA to the 3 0 end), the tileÀtile dimerization rate constant stayed the same ( Figure S22 ). This result indicates that the kinetics of hybridization does not depend on the orientation of the SEs. This also confirms the reliability of our labeling strategy and accuracy of the corresponding kinetic measurements. Figure 3b ). The bivalent binding reaction showed distinctly higher rate constants than the monovalent reaction in all temperatures used in our experiment, indicating that the association rate between the DNA tiles is enhanced by breaking the single 10-nt SE into two 5-nt SEs. However, the rate constant for the single SE interaction shows steeper temperature dependence than that of the bivalent interaction, resulting in a 4-fold difference at 12°C, and a 2-fold difference at 24°C.
The activation energies for the dimerization of the different dimers were obtained from the Arrhenius plots ( Figure 4 and Table 1 ). The activation energy of the homodimer of DAE tiles via a single 10-nt SE was 17.4 ( 0.4 kcal/mol, close to the previously reported activation energy (∼19 kcal/mol) of binding of a 20-nt ssDNA to a multihelix tile. 19 However, the activation energy of the homodimer of DAE tiles via two 5-nt SEs is less than half of this value (8.2 ( 0.3 kcal/mol). We should note that a single 5-nt SE interaction between the DAE tiles is not stable, with a melting temperature slightly below room temperature ( Figure S17) , and thus the dimerization reaction between DAE tiles with a single 5-nt SE does not proceed significantly at room temperature and results in a negligible reaction rate. From these observations, we conclude that tileÀtile association via double SEs is beneficial, especially for kinetics. It enhances both the association kinetics and stability compared to the single SEs of the same length. This is because doubling the number of binding sites increases the frequency of nucleation and added basepairing enhances the binding strength. Compared to a single SE ( Figure S19 ) that is twice as long, 26 the melting temperature of the dimer with two 5-nt SEs is slightly lower than that of the dimer with a single 10-nt SE. The slight destabilization is most likely due to the presence of a few more nick points which weakens the base stacking interactions. However, the kinetics of the tileÀtile association via two SEs is faster because of an increase in the nucleation frequency and a significant decrease in the activation energy of binding. It seems that the two SEs work cooperatively, such that the nucleation of one of the SEs with its complement helps to bring the neighboring SE with its complement closer together so that alignment occurs before dissociation of the tiles, thus significantly improving the success rate of productive tileÀtile association. Effects of Flexibility of the Double Helical Domains on Kinetics. It is known that in DAE homodimers, the distance between adjacent intra-and intertile doublecrossover points are equal to an even number of helical half-turns (21 bps), thus producing nearly planar structures. 30 The existence of multiple doublecrossovers in DAE tiles restricts their flexibility, making them approximately twice as stiff along the helical axis as double-stranded DNA molecules of the same length. 31À33 In the individual tiles, both of the SEs are well aligned and brought into close proximity of each other. After mixing, as nucleation of ssDNA domains Figure 4 . Arrhenius plot of all the tile pairs employed in this study. Rate constants were measured at 5 different temperatures. All tile pairs exhibited a linear relationship between ln k and the reciprocal of absolute temperature, 1/T. The error bars represent the standard deviation of at least 8 replicate measurements. The error bars are not shown when they are smaller than the size of the symbol used. The activation energy and pre-exponential factor are obtained from the slope and the y-intercept of the plot, respectively, and are listed in Table 1 . Considering the sequence at the junction position, there is evidence that the HJ tile employed in this study has strong bias toward one stacking conformer, 34 illustrated in the Supporting Information ( Figure S2) . Therefore, the enthalpic cost of bringing the second SE into close proximity of the first (reconfiguration cost) is also small. 35 However, structural distortion of the SEs will increase the entropic cost of binding, thus resulting in a lower rate of dimerization. We observe that, for the same length, orientation, and sequence of the SEs, a Holliday-junction Tile B binds to a DAE Tile A to form a heterodimer (Figure 1c ) with a rate constant of (1.83 ( 0.07) Â 10 6 M À1 3 s À1 at room temperature (21°C), approximately 18% slower than that of the DAE homodimer (data compiled in Table S3 .).
To further investigate the influence of tile flexibility on kinetics, modifications were made to the Hollidayjunction tile to increase or restrict its conformation flexibility. In the meso-junction tile (Figure 1d ), one crossover is transferred from the reciprocal junction in the center of the tile to the edge of the tile, such that the two helical domains are not as well aligned. We found that the rate constant of heterodimer formation of meso-junction Tile B with DAE Tile A was (1.63 ( 0.08) Â 10 6 M À1 3 s
. To form a tethered-junction tile, an 8-thymine linker was inserted between the blunt ends of Hollidayjunction tile (Figure 1b) , making the junction less flexible. The rate constant of dimerization between tethered-junction Tile B and DAE Tile A was measured as (2.15 ( 0.09) Â 10 6 M À1 3 s À1 (essentially the same as the DAE homodimer at room temperature, data shown in Table S3 ). For all the dimers formed here, the rate constants were determined over a range of temperatures, from 12 to 24°C. All samples showed a decrease in the rate of dimerization as the temperature decreased, indicating the existence of positive activation energies ( Figure 4 , Table S3 ). On the basis of the Arrhenius equation (ln(Rate) = ln A À E a /RT), two factors determine the rate constant: the activation energy (E a ), which is the free energy difference between a high energy transition state and the initial state of the free monomers, and the pre-exponential factor (A), which is related to the probability of collision and the entropic change of the transition. 36 The rate constant is directly proportional to the pre-exponential factor, but exponentially decreases with activation energy. We speculate that the energy barrier of activation is the result of tile distortion and some weak interactions between the two SEs on the same monomer before dimer formation. Further, the two ends of the flexible junctions rotate over a wider range of angles than the more rigid ones; only when both SEs are properly aligned is synergetic binding allowed to push dimerization toward the forward association reaction. On the basis of this argument, higher flexibility in the tiles is expected to reduce the possibility of successful collisions, thus yielding a lower pre-exponential factor.
Arrhenius plots were generated to obtain the activation energy and pre-exponential factor of dimerization for five different scenarios (Figure 4) . We discovered that tiles with higher rigidity have higher activation energies, while at the same time also display higher pre-exponential factors. The two factors affect the rate constant in opposite ways, thus compensating for each other. Here, in the temperature range considered, the pre-exponential factor is the dominating factor of the kinetics of the reaction because the activation energies vary only slightly (6À8 kcal/mol). Note that the highly rigid tiles display two well-aligned SEs for binding, thus they have a higher frequency of successful collisions. However, two closely spaced ssDNA SEs may have weak, transient interactions with each other that must be unraveled before binding with their respective complementary SEs. We speculate that this gives rise to the higher activation energies that were observed.
On the other hand, the flexible tiles generally contain two helical domains twisted relative to each other that act somewhat independently, and so the binding process can be roughly separated into three distinct steps: (1) binding between one pair of the complementary SEs (no preference as to which binds first), (2) reconfiguration of the double helical domain to align the second pair of SEs, and (3) association of the second SE pair before dissociation of the bound one. The activation energies of the three steps likely do not accumulate (perhaps the tile reconfiguration process dominates) thus resulting in lower overall activation energy. At the same time, this also severely decreases the rate of successful collisions. Therefore, we conclude that the binding kinetics of bivalent DNA tile pairs is determined mainly by entropic factors, i.e., successful collisions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this report, we used a fluorescent dye labeled DNA nanostructure to monitor the kinetics of mono-and multivalent DNA tile dimerization. By fitting the kinetics curves, we extracted the rate constants for a series of tile dimers, including DAE homodimers, a DAE/Hollidayjunction heterodimer, a DAE/meso-junction heterodimer, and a DAE/tethered-junction heterodimer. The dependence of the tile-dimerization kinetics on many structural factors including dye labeling strategy, construction of the SEs, orientation of the SE binding sites, and the flexibility of double helical domains was studied.
Compared to the kinetics of ssDNA hybridization, the second-order rate constant of DAE homodimer ARTICLE formation is 2-fold higher, regardless of the fact that DNA tiles are much larger and bulkier than ssDNAs. It appears that the slower translational and rotational diffusion caused by the bulkier DNA tiles does not significantly affect the rate of tileÀtile association ( Figure S23 and Table S5 ). This result suggests that increasing the number of SEs increases the nucleation efficiency, thus increasing the rate constant of association.
Employing multiple SEs is a common practice to increase the stability and fidelity of tileÀtile assembly. Our study confirms that using two SEs to link DNA tiles enhances the rate of association compared to a single SE with the same number of base pairs. The higher rate is largely because of lower activation energy of dimerization when a single long SE is divided into two shorter ones.
Dimerization of flexible tiles was characterized by lower rate constants than rigid tiles of similar size. Arrhenius plots showed a linear dependence of reaction rate on temperature for all the tile pairs utilized in this study. Increasing the rigidity of the tiles resulted in larger dimerization rate constants. Here there are two factors working in opposition: higher activation energies decrease the rate while much higher preexponential factors dominate and increase the overall rate. Our data predicts that dimerization reactions with lower activation energies will be faster at sufficiently higher temperatures. However, it is important to note that the dimers would melt at those temperatures. Therefore, the temperature range in which DNA tiles can be manipulated is quite narrow: 0°C < T < T m , where T m is the melting temperature of the SEs. For the dimers studied here, the T m ranges from 30 to 40°C. 26 Using a higher assembly temperature (lower than T m ) would mitigate the difference between the reaction rates among different structured dimers, while a lower temperature (>0°C) would make the rates more dissimilar. Depending on the purpose of the assembly and complexity of the tile mixture, optimal temperatures can be identified. For a one-pot annealing reaction, the annealing program can also be adjusted to have different temperature ramps in the different temperature ranges to make the assembly process more efficient and less time-consuming.
Understanding how individual molecular components interact with one another, both in terms of their spatial arrangement and temporal interaction within the larger networks, is of paramount importance to their application. Specifically, design guidelines for elaborate motifs are required to enable the construction of dynamic DNA devices and allow them to perform challenging tasks. We believe that the results presented here will assist in improved implementation of DNA tile based algorithmic self-assembly, DNA based molecular robotics, and other specific nucleic acid systems.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Self-Assembly of DNA Nanostructures. All DNA strands used for the assembly of nanostructures were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (www.idtdna.com) and purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE; 8.3 M urea, 6À10% acrylamide in 1Â TBE buffer: 89 mM Tris base, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) for the unmodified DNA oligomers, or by HPLC for the dye-labeled DNA oligomers. The design of DAE double-helical tiles included one oligomer modified with 6-carboxylfluorescein (6-FAM). The tiles were assembled by mixing equimolar amounts of all the oligomers present in the structures at a final concentration of 500 nM, in 1Â TAE Mg 2þ buffer (40 mM Tris base, 20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA 3 Na 2 3 12H 2 O, 12.5 mM ((CH 3 COO) 2 Mg 3 3 4H 2 O)), then by heating the mixtures at 95°C and cooling to 4°C over 2 h using an automated PCR thermocycler (Mastercycler Pro, Eppendorf).
Nondenaturing Gel Electrophoretic Characterization of Nanostructures. The assembly of all tile designs and subsequent dimers were confirmed by nondenaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Structures (2.5 pmol of each tile, before and after dimerization) were analyzed by 7% nondenaturing PAGE gels in 1Â TAE Mg 2þ buffer. Electrophoresis was performed at 200 V, 15°C for 2.5 h. The gels were first analyzed with a Bio-Rad Gel Doc XRþ system with excitation of fluorescein for visualization. The gels were subsequently stained with ethidium bromide (EB) and scanned in a Bio-Rad Gel Doc XRþ system for tile and dimer visualization.
Fluorescence Measurements. All steady-state and real-time fluorescence spectra were measured by a Nanolog fluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, L-format, equipped with a CW 450 W xenon light source, thermoelectrically cooled R928 PMT, and fully automated excitation and emission polarizers for anisotropy measurements), with a 1 cm path length quartz cell (Starna Cells, Inc.). All spectra were corrected for the wavelength dependence of the detection system response. A volume of 120 μL of 20 nM tile solution was used for all measurements. Fluorescence emission spectra were collected using 495 nm excitation, 4 nm excitation slits, 505À650 nm emission wavelength range, 5 nm emission slits, and 0.5 s integration. Fluorescence anisotropy was measured with 495 nm excitation, 4 nm excitation slits, 520 nm emission, 5 nm emission slits, and 0.5 s integration. Anisotropy values were calculated from the instrument software FluorEssence for Windows by Horiba Scientific.
Real-Time Fluorescence Measurements. The kinetics of dimerization of complementary DNA tiles was monitored in real-time via changes in the emission of the fluorescence dye reporter that occurred upon DNA hybridization. Unless otherwise noted, 120 μL of 5À20 nM tile solution was used for all measurements. The parameters used to collect real-time spectra are described as follows: 495 nm excitation, 1 nm excitation slits (to avoid photobleaching), 520 nm emission, 15 nm emission slits (to collect maximum signal), and 0.5 s integration. The fluorescent signal of the tile solution was collected for 120À300 s (depending on the concentration and tile species) to confirm the photostability of the fluorophore with continuous exposure to the excitation source. A 1À2% reduction in the overall emission of the equilibrated solutions was observed for a typical measurement period. Next, data collection was initiated in the dark, and an equimolar amount of complementary tile was directly added to the cuvette secured in the instrument. The solution was mixed well by pipetting for 3 s, and the kinetics of hybridization of the binding sites was followed by monitoring the intensity of FAM emission for the extent of the reaction.
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